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something to worsen them. The speculative builder and the investor in
house property added their share to the chaotic development of Lon-
don; they sprang into existence with the beginning of the rapid increase
of population in the later sixteenth century.44 All classes tried to snatch
a profit from the demand for houses. The working carpenter or brick-
layer ran up, repaired or divided houses. The occupant of a tenement,
himself dependent on the parish, would divide and sublet it or take in
an inmate or undersitter. The well-to-do citizen or small speculator
built rows of tenements, places which came to be known as (for instance)
Brown's or Robinson's Rents.10 The parish of St Margaret Lothbury
complained in 1637 that Raphe Harrison, Draper, was
... possest of divers small tenements, five in number all in on gallroy called
the Dark Entrey... being so noisome and unhealthfull a place as few the like
in London, some... having beene devided of late years and the rents of them
much raised by the said Raphe Harrison all... being inhabited by poore and
needy people which are a ... continuall burden and chardge to the said
parish....
In All Hallows in the Wall' Mr Sales, being a gentleman and living forth
of towne, hath a little alley of small roomes conteyninge ten or twelve
small dwellinges in it, which he hath putt poore people in....' Mr Sales
however 'denyes to pay anythinge to the poore',23
»45
Under the early Stuarts the projector and the patentee made a profit
out of licences to build. After the Restoration owners of large houses on
the outskirts of London discovered the profits to be made by building
on their grounds. Evelyn in 1684 deplored Lady Berkeley's decision
to curtail the garden of Berkeley (afterwards Devonshire) House,
and let land for building two streets (Berkeley Street and Stratton
Street). He admitted there was 'some excuse' for her in the fate of the
neighbouring Clarendon House 'all demolished and designed for
piazzas and buildings', and the high price offered, 'advancing
near £1,000 in mere ground rents, to such a mad intemperance was
the age come of building about a City by far too disproportionate to the
nation..
According to Roger North, speculative building on a large scale
began with Dr Barbone after the Great Fire which .gave him his
opportunity.

